Electronic Policy
Electronic Policy

Electronics include - cellphones, earbuds, headphones, etc.

• All electronics are off and out of site during class time. Obtaining a restroom pass to use the restroom during class time is still class time.

• Electronics maybe used before school (prior to 9:30am), during lunch time in cafeteria at your table and after school (3:30 Monday and 4:30 Tuesday – Friday).

• Your teacher may state when electronics are used for a classroom learning purpose.

• Students are not permitted to record anyone or take their picture (student or adult) without their consent before doing so with permission.

• Failure to adhere to these guidelines will result in the loss of the student’s personal electronic device while on campus.
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Electronics include - cellphones, earbuds, headphones, etc.

- No Electronics out, insight or on during class time and transition time – administration and student services reserve the right to collect phones and call parents – We will document everything in Student Notes.

- Electronics can be used before school, after school and during lunch but not in the lunch line.

- Students utilizing electronics for misconduct and unauthorized recordings will receive consequences by administrators and counselors in accordance with the student handbook. (Phone call, detention, campus beautification, ISS, or OSS)